Removable Plug Lock
Medeco® offers two models of removable plug locks that allow access to internal
latching mechanisms with the 90 degree rotation and withdrawal of the cylinder
plug. Specifically designed for vending equipment, money changers, and fare
collection systems, the 64W0550 series is recommended in any high risk
application where equipment is susceptible to forced entry and vandalism.
Models are available to fit recessed mounts or surface mounts. Available in a
brass or hardened steel shell for applications prone to the most abusive forms
of physical attack.
The Medeco3 unique design provides triple locking action, making the locks virtually pickproof. All Medeco3
keys and locks are protected under patent trademark and copyright laws. Medeco3 keys may only be duplicated
by Medeco or an authorized Medeco Service Center, and only at your request.

Benefits:

Warranty:

 Patented Medeco3 keys may only be duplicated

Warranted for two years against manufacturer’s
defects. See Medeco Limited Warranty for full
details.

by Medeco or an authorized Medeco Service
Center, and only at your request.

 Special angle cut keys are patent protected to
 Supported by Medeco factory trained
service outlets.

 Unique elevating and rotating pin tumbler
system is virtually pick proof

Applications:

Technical Information:
Available in a 5 pin version.
Shell comes in a hardened steel or brass finish.
Shell head may be either tapered or square.
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guard against unauthorized duplication.

Finishes:
26 Satin chrome finish is standard.

Specifically designed for vending equipment, money
changers and fare collection systems. Effective for
applications prone to the most abusive forms
of attack.
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Ordering
Instructions
64 X XXXXX X 64 Series Removable
Plug Cylinder

Key Selection

Cylinder Type

Finish

- = Original
W = Biaxial
T = Medeco3

Model Number
0250 = 5 pin removable plug lock, 3/4'' diameter, 1 keypull
0251 = 5 pin removable plug lock, 3/4'' diameter, 2 keypulls
0550 = 5 pin removable plug lock, 1 1/8'' diameter, steel shell
0550A = 5 pin removable plug lock, 1 1/8'' diameter, steel shell, rotated flats
0550F = 5 pin removable plug lock, steel tapered shell
0555 = 5 pin removable plug lock, 1 1/8'' diameter, brass shell
0555F = 5 pin removable plug lock, 1 1/8'' diameter, brass tapered shell
* 0552F = 5 pin removable plug lock, 1 1/8'' diameter, steel shell with spin shield
* Not available in Medeco3 Keyways.
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- XX - XX
(Assigned by Medeco Customer Service)

(26 Satin Chrome Standard)

Plug Head Thickness
T = Thick head plug

Technical
Drawings
Removable Plug Lock with Spin Shield

ITEM
1
2
3
4
5

DESCRIPTION
Key (Sold Separately)
Plug Assembly
Shell
Shield
1 1/8 - 12 Hex Nut
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Specifications: Medeco 64W0550 series removable plug cylinders allow access to internal latching mechanisms with
the 90 degree rotation and withdrawal of the cylinder plug. Model number 0552 features a hardened steel shell and
spinning plug shield to resist forced entry and vandalism. Typical applications include vending equipment, bill
changers, and fare collection systems, anywhere additional security beyond standard cam locks is required. Medeco
removable plug locks are completely serviceable, and can be re-keyed to new codes as required.
Material: plug made of chrome plated (626 finish) half hard brass. Shell and shield are made of hardened chrome
plated (626 finish) steel.
Operation: Five pin model available. 90 degree, clockwise (or counterclockwise) rotation and withdrawal to access
internal latching mechanism.
5/16

5/16

Removable Plug Lock
with Spin Shield
Dimensions:

1/8 - 12
thread

1 3/8

9/16

1 1/16

1/8

15/16
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Technical
Drawings
3/4" REMOVABLE
PLUG LOCK

.804

.337

MOUNTING HOLE

.870

.760

1.109
.635
.623 FLATS

Part #

Key Pulls

64X0250X

One

64X0251X

Two

1.181

1 1/8"
REMOVABLE
PLUG LOCK

1.048
.932
FLATS

.195

1.375

FRONT VIEW
BIAXIAL ASSY

1.125-12UNF
THREAD
.947

1.130
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MOUNTING HOLE
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Part #

Key Pulls

Flats

Mounting

64X0550 X -

One

Vertical

Flush (Square Bezel)

64X0550AX -

One

Horizontal

Flush (Square Bezel)

64X0550FX -

Two

Vertical

Surface (Tapered Bezel)

